
Girl in Snow by Danya Kukafka – Discussion Guide 
 

1.    Just like in Girl in Snow, murder mysteries are often set in unremarkable suburban 

communities and centre on the untimely and unlikely death of a young woman. Why do you 

think that is? 

2.    There is a strong sense of place in the book, how does Kukafka create it? Is it down to her 

descriptions of landscape, or the actions of people, or is it something else? 

3.    The novel has been described by Paula Hawkins, author of The Girl on the Train as ‘perfectly 

paced and tautly plotted’. What elements of Danya Kukafka’s writing and the structure of the 

novel help to create this exquisite tempo? 

4.    Cameron, Jade and Russ are each attached to Lucinda Hayes for different reasons. Can you 

identify any similarities between these characters? And which character left the most lasting 

impression on you? 

5.    Girl in Snow plays with the idealisation of the ‘golden girl’ throughout and in doing so, often 

destabilises our conventional ideas of femininity. Do you agree? 

6.    The novel brings prescient societal issues to the forefront, namely the topic of immigration, 

and attempts to interrogate social biases around that issue. Do you think it’s successful in doing 

so? 

7.    What do you think the novel is trying to say about mental illness, specifically among 

teenagers? 

8.    Many have said that Kukafka’s central characters ‘linger in memory’ after the final page is 

turned. Would you agree? And if so, why do you think that is?   

9.    At what point, it at all, did you feel as though you knew how Lucinda Hayes died? Were you 

satisfied with the eventual conclusion? 

10.  A lot of the novel is about significant differences between similar states: for example the 

line between love and obsession, or the difference between who we are when we’re being 

watched and who we are when we’re alone – how do the characters represent these divisions? 

How does Kukafka handle them in the narrative more widely? How do you feel about these 

distinctions in general? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


